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Research Background 

At a time when global warming was both urgent and overwhelming, there was a 

dearth of exhibitions dedicated to the issue that made room for audiences to engage in 

new ways. There was a need to bring together a range of art works that spoke to the 

issue, to an exhibition space, and to each other in ways that allowed people (new) 

ways to engage with global warming, to find their own ways of thinking and 

responding. As global warming was an emotionally and politically overloaded topic, 

there was a need for non-didactic exhibitions that opened thinking up as to how the 

uneasy relationship between technology, nature and culture was being unsettled once 

more. 

 

Research Contribution 

The artists in the Trouble with the Weather responded to weather events and to the 

weather as event -- psychically, „pataphysically, emotionally and aesthetically in ways 

that opened the issue up for audiences. It featured a range of significant southern 

hemisphere artists including Elizabeth Day, David Haines  & Joyce Hinterding (Aus), 

Jonathan Jones, Zina Kaye, Dani Marti, Janine Randerson, Te Vaka, John Tonkin and 

H J Wedge. 

 

Research Significance 

The importance of the exhibition (and its catalogue) was demonstrated by the funding 

it gained from Luca Belgiorno-Nettis, UTS, City of Sydney and the Australia Council 

for the Arts. It was featured and reviewed in SMH, RealTime and Loop Magazine. 

“Despite the undercurrent of urgency and desperation in the subject matter, many of 

the works took a whimsical approach, from Dani Marti‟s suburban kitsch sculpture 

made from pool noodles to Joyce Hinterding‟s beautiful ink splattered diagrams for 

cloud engineering and, of course, Neumark and Miranda‟s own contribution. 

Consequently, and without stridency, the overarching issues operate as a kind of 

climate in which the works can dwell and evolve.” Gail Priest, RealTme 80, 2007. 

The catalogue was acquired by the Guggenheim Museum, NYC. 

 

 

Exhibition Site: http://www.weathertrouble.net/curators.html  

http://www.weathertrouble.net/curators.html
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The Trouble with the Weather

“It was a dark and stormy night…” Edward George Bulwer-Lytton, Paul Clifford

 

Stormy weather. Sultry conditions. A blindingly bright sun. From art and literature to popular culture,
the weather has painted the background, been a signal of the emotional climate or a portent of
unsettling action to come. Meanwhile in the everyday, the weather has also been background noise --
the stuff of banal exchange -- smoothing contact between strangers, friends and others. But no more.

Now, in a time of changing weather and global warming, it is our relationship with the weather that has
become stormy and disturbed. It is the weather itself that is the subject of our emotions.

The moment that we are now living in is full with not just global warming but its reverberations through
every level of culture. Something has changed. Powerful elemental forces only recently thought to be
knowable through our scientific and technological prowess seem now to be unpredictable and unleashed.

Of course, it’s not that the weather hasn’t been trouble before. But now the trouble is that we don’t
quite know what to make of it, and it feels urgent. The media, meteorologists, politicians,
environmentalists are vying to shape our understanding and emotional responses to what we perceive
and know. The uneasy relationship between technology, nature and culture is unsettled once more. Are
we 'inside' nature or are we 'outside' it? Prey to nature's forces or affecting and controlling it? The very
question of control is upset and upsetting.

Why a southern response as the basis for this exhibition? The South is an important idea in the history of
the West. For many centuries climate has helped to define the South, offering a natural explanation for
human diversity. With Western expansion into the southern hemisphere difference was measured by the
norm ‘back home’. The centre was elsewhere, the South Pacific was a periphery, and the periphery
“was a place where distortions of human nature were associated with climatic excess.” 2

The Trouble with the Weather: a southern response brings together artists from the South Pacific,
Australia and South America, working across media, to respond to global warming. Using humour and
the absurd, displays of excess, sensual environments, intense imagination, and personal and emotional
responses, the artists offer us new ways to engage with this politically overloaded and emotionally
charged subject.

"A change in the weather is sufficient to recreate the world and ourselves."
Marcel Proust, Remembrance of Things Past

1 Edward George Bulwer-Lytton, Paul Clifford
2 Lucian Boia, Weather in the Imagination
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